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Abstract
While neural network-based models have achieved impressive
performance on a large body of NLP tasks, the generalization behavior of different models remains poorly understood:
Does this excellent performance imply a perfect generalization
model, or are there still some limitations? In this paper, we
take the NER task as a testbed to analyze the generalization
behavior of existing models from different perspectives and
characterize the differences of their generalization abilities
through the lens of our proposed measures, which guides us to
better design models and training methods. Experiments with
in-depth analyses diagnose the bottleneck of existing neural
NER models in terms of breakdown performance analysis, annotation errors, dataset bias, and category relationships, which
suggest directions for improvement. We have released the
datasets: (ReCoNLL, PLONER) for the future research at
our project page: http://pfliu.com/InterpretNER/.1 .
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Introduction

Neural network-based models have achieved great success on a wide range of NLP tasks (Devlin et al. 2018;
Bahdanau, Cho, and Bengio 2014). However, the generalization behaviors of neural networks remain largely unexplained.
Recently, some researchers are beginning to realize this problem and attempt to understand the generalization behavior of
neural networks in terms of network architectures or optimization procedure (Zhang et al. 2016; Baluja and Fischer 2017;
Schmidt et al. 2018). However, it is incomplete to ignore the
characteristics of tasks and datasets for generalization analysis since it not only depends on the model’s architectures but
on the data itself (Arpit et al. 2017).
In NLP, there is a massive gap between the growing task
performance and the understanding of model generalization
behavior. Many tasks have reached a plateau in the performance on a particular dataset (Rajpurkar, Jia, and Liang 2018;
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As a by-product of this paper, we have open-sourced a project
that involves a comprehensive summary of recent NER papers and
classifies them into different research topics: https://github.com/
pfliu-nlp/Named-Entity-Recognition-NER-Papers.

Devlin et al. 2018), which calls for a data-dependent understanding of models’ generalization behavior.
In this paper, we take a step further towards diagnosing and
characterizing generalization in the context of a specific task.
Concretely, we take named entity recognition (NER) task as
a study case and investigate three crucial yet rarely raised
questions through entity- and class-centric generalization
analyses.
Q1: Does our model really have generalization ability, or it
just pretends to understand and make some shallow template
matches as observed in (Jia and Liang 2017)? We devise a
measure, which can break down the test set into different
interpretable groups, helping us diagnosing inadequacies in
the generalization of NER models (Sec. 4.1). Furthermore,
this measure makes it easier to find human annotation errors,
which cover the actual generalization ability of the existing
models (Sec. 4.1). Q2: What factor of a dataset can distinguish neural networks that generalize well from those that
don't? We introduce two metrics to quantify the dataset bias
in a cross-dataset experimental setting, enabling us to better
understand how the dataset bias influences the models’ generalization ability (Sec. 4.2). Q3: How does the relationship
between entity categories influence the difficulty of model
learning? Our class-centric analysis shows that if two categories, e.g. C1 and C2 , have overlaps (i.e. sharing a subset of
entities), then most of the errors on C1 made by the model
are due to mistakenly predicting C1 as C2 (Sec. 4.3). Our
experiment results show the prospects for further gains for
these problems from novel architecture design and knowledge pre-training seem quite limited (Sec. 4.3). Tab. 1 shows
the framework of our experimental designs.
Main Contributions This paper understands the generalization behavior from multiple novel angles, which contributes from the following two perspectives: 1) For the task
itself, we identify the bottleneck of existing methods on the
NER task in terms of breakdown performance analysis, annotation errors, dataset bias, and category relationships, which
suggest directions for improvement and can drive the progress
of this area. 2) Other tasks can benefit from the research evidence found in this study. For example, this paper not only
shows that utilizing less but more relevant data can achieve
better performance, but also provides an effective and princi-

pled way to select more relevant training samples.
Observations Our findings are summarized as follows: (1)
The fine-grained evaluation based on our proposed measure
reveals that the performance of existing models (including
the state-of-the-art model) heavily influenced by the degree
to which test entities have been seen in training set with the
same label (Exp-I in Sec. 4.1). (2) The proposed measure
enables us to detect human annotation errors, which cover
the actual generalization ability of the existing model. We
observe that once these errors are fixed, previous models
can achieve new state-of-the-art results, 93.78 F1-score on
CoNLL2003, which refers to Exp-II in Sec. 4.1. (3) We introduce two measures to characterize the data bias and the
cross-dataset generalization experiment shows that the performance of NER systems is influenced not only by whether
the test entity has been seen in the training set but also by
whether the context of the test entity has been observed (ExpIII in Sec. 4.2). (4) Providing more training samples is not
a guarantee of better results. A targeted increase in training
samples will make it more profitable, which refers to Exp-IV
in Sec. 4.2. (5) The relationship between entity categories
influences the difficulty of model learning, which leads to
some hard test samples that are difficult to solve using common learning methods, which refer to Exp-V and Exp-VI in
Sec. 4.3.
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text summarization task, which is mainly performed from a
dataset perspective.

3
3.1

Task, Methods, and Datasets

Task Description

Named entity recognition (NER) is usually formulated as
a sequence labeling problem (Borthwick et al. 1998). Formally, let X = {x1 , x2 , . . . , xT } be an input sequence and
Y = {y1 , y2 , . . . , yT } be the output tags. The goal of this
task is to estimate the conditional probability: P (Y |X) =
P (yt |X, y1 , · · · , yt−1 )
Why do We Choose the NER Task? The goal of this paper is to study how neural networks achieve linguistic-level
generalization abilities via the lens of a well-chosen NLP
task. Compared with other general classification tasks, the
NER task is particularly suitable here because 1) it contains
more category labels; 2) different categories contain a number of training samples, which provides an ideal testbed for
us to observe the generalization behavior of neural networks.
Although our focus is on NER tasks, our solution can be
ported to the other tagging problems.

Related Work

Our work can be uniquely positioned in the context of the
following two aspects.
Neural Network-based Models for NER Some researchers design different architectures which vary in word
encoder (Chiu and Nichols 2016; Ma and Hovy 2016), sentence encoder (Huang, Xu, and Yu 2015; Ma and Hovy 2016;
Chiu and Nichols 2016) and decoder (CRF) (Huang, Xu, and
Yu 2015). Some works explore how to transfer learned parameters from the source domain to a new domain (Chen and
Moschitti 2019; Lin and Lu 2018; Cao et al. 2018). Recently,
(Yang, Liang, and Zhang 2018; Reimers and Gurevych 2017)
systematically analyze neural NER models to provide useful
guidelines for NLP practitioners. Different from the above
works, instead of exploring the possibility for a new state-ofthe-art in this paper, we aim to bridge the gap between the
growing task performance and the understanding of model
generalization behavior.
Analyzing Generalization Ability of Neural Networks
Most existing works have analyzed the generalization power
of DNNs by quantifying how the number of parameters, noise
label, regularization, influence training process on a set of
simple classification tasks. (Fort, Nowak, and Narayanan
2019) investigate neural network training and generalization by introducing a measure and study how it varies with
training iteration and learning rate. (Zhang et al. 2016;
Arpit et al. 2017) explore the generalization of the neural
network by showing how the impact of representational capacity changes with varying noise levels and regularization.
The goal of this paper is to study in the light of a specific
NLP task, discussing how neural networks achieve linguistic
generalization abilities. More recently, (Zhong et al. 2019)
try to analyze the generalization of neural networks in the

3.2

Neural Network-based Methods for NER

To evaluate the importance of different components of the
NER systems, we varied our models mainly in terms of three
aspects: different choices of character-, word-, and sentencelevel encoders and decoders. Tab.2 illustrates the models
we have studied in this paper. Specifically, for Exp-I, we
mainly focus on how different choices of pre-trained models
(Mikolov et al. 2013; Peters et al. 2018; Devlin et al. 2018)
influence systems’ generalization abilities. All models adopt
LSTM as sentence encoder and CRF as the decoder. For
Exp-III and Exp-IV, we use CnoneWrandlstmCrf model to
achieve cross-dataset generalization evaluation.
For Exp-V, we adopt CcnnWglovelstmMLP architecture
since MLP decoder is easy to compute the measure Consistency. For Exp-VI, detailed choices of evaluated models are
listed in Tab.7.

3.3

NER Datasets for Evaluation

We conduct experiments on three benchmark datasets: the
CoNLL2003 NER dataset, the WNUT16 dataset, an d
OntoNotes 5.0 dataset. The CoNLL2003 NER dataset (Sang
and De Meulder 2003) is based on Reuters data (Collobert et
al. 2011). WNUT16 dataset is provided by the second shared
task at WNUT-2016. The OntoNotes 5.0 dataset (Weischedel
et al. 2013) is collected from telephone conversations (TC),
newswire (NW), newsgroups, broadcast news (BN), broadcast conversation (BC) and weblogs (WB), pivot text (PT)
and magazine genre (MZ). Due to the lack of NER labels
of PT and the insufficient amount of data of TC, we only
evaluate the other five domains.

Views

Q.

Measures

Q1 (Sec. 4.1)

Entity Coverage Ratio

Q2 (Sec. 4.2)

Expectation of Coverage Ratio
Contextual Coverage Ratio

(Exp-III) Cross-dataset generalization
(Exp-IV) Order matters for data augmentation

Q3 (Sec. 4.3)

Consistency

(Exp V) Probing inter-category relationships
(Exp-VI) Exploring the errors of hard cases

Entity

Category

Applications
(Exp I) Breaking down the test set
(Exp-II) Annotation errors detecting and fixing

Interpretation

cnn

√
√
CcnnWglovecnnMlp
√
√ √
CcnnWglovelstmMlp
√
√
CcnnWglovecnnCrf
√
√ √
CnoneWglovelstmCrf
√
√ √
CcnnWglovelstmCrf
√
√
√
CelmWnonelstmCrf
√
√ √
CelmWglovelstmCrf
√
√
√
CnoneWrandlstmCrf
√
√ √
CflairWglovelstmCrf
√
√ √
CbertWnonelstmCrf

√

ρ=1
ρ ∈ (0, 1)
ρ=0∧C =
6 0
ρ=0∧C =0

Entity e appears in train set with only label k
Entity e appears in train set with diverse labels
Entity e appears in train set but without label k
Entity e doesn’t appear in train set

rand
glove

flair

bert
none

elmo

cnn

none

Word

√

mlp

ρ(e)

Character
Models

crf

Sentence Decoder
lstm

Table 1: Outline of our experiment designs. Q1: Does our model really have generalization? Q2: What factor of a dataset can
distinguish neural networks that generalize well from those that don’t? Q3: How does the relationship between entity categories
influence the difficulty of model learning?

√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

Table 2: Neural NER systems with different architectures and
pre-trained knowledge, which we studied in this paper.
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4.1

Experiment and Analysis

Diagnosing Generalization with Entity
Coverage Ratio

The generalization ability of neural models is often evaluated
based on a holistic metric over the whole test set. For example,
the performance of the NER system is commonly measured
by the F1 score. Despite its effectiveness, this holistic metric
fails to provide fine-grained analysis and as a result, we
are not clear about what the strengths and weaknesses of a
specific NER system are.
Driven by Q1, we propose to shift the focus of evaluation
from a holistic way to fine-grained way, navigating directly to
the parts which influence the generalization ability of neural
NER models. We approach the above end by introducing the
notion of entity coverage ratio (ECR) for each test entity,
by which the test set will be divided into different sub-sets,
and the overall performance could be broken down into interpretable categories.
Entity Coverage Ratio (ECR) The measure entity coverage ratio is used to describe the degree to which entities in
the test set have been seen in the training set with the same
category. Specifically, we refer to ei as a test entity, whose
coverage ratio is defined as:
(
0
C=0
ρ(ei ) = PK #(etr,k )
(1)
te,k
te
i
( k=1 C tr #̇(ei ))/C
otherwise

Table 3: Interpretation of ρ with different values.
where etr,k
is the entity ei in the training set with ground
i
truth label k, ete,k
is the entity ei in the test set with ground
i
PK
PK
tr
truth label k, C = k=1 #(etr,k
), C te = k=1 #(ete,k
),
i
i
and # denotes the counting operation.
For example, in the training set, “chelsea” is labeled
as the category Person 6 times, and Organization 4
times, while in the test set, labeled as Person 3 times and
Organization 2 times, so ρ (“chelsea”) = (0.6 × 3 +
0.4 × 2)/3 = 0.52. According to Eq.1, we can investigate
the relationship between the coverage ratio of the entity ei
and model’s generalization ability on this entity. The possible
values of ρ(ei ) and their corresponding interpretation can be
found in Tab. 3.
Exp-I: Breaking Down the Test Set
Instead of utilizing a holistic metric on the whole dataset,
we break down the test set into interpretable regions by the
measure ρ and then observe how the generalization ability of
the NER models varies with it.
Results Based on Tab. 4 and driven by Q1, our observations are: 1) In general, the part of test entities with high
performance are usually the ones that appear in the training
set. By contrast, if the test entity is unseen, it will achieve
a lower performance. 2) No matter what level (character
or word) pre-trained embeddings are introduced, the performances of unseen entities are largely improved. 3) Comparing two different levels of pre-trained methods, ELMo and
FLAIR achieve better performances on unseen entities but
have not shown significant gain on seen entities. 4) Compared to Rand, CNN shows its superior performance on the
prediction of unseen entities. 5) For different parts of the test
set, we find C 6= 0 is the most challenging part (even for

Embed-layer
Datasets

CoNLL

WNUT

Entity Coverage Rate

Char

Word

Overall

1

(0.5, 1)

(0, 0.5]

C 6= 0

C=0

CNN
FLAIR
ELMo
BERT
CNN
CNN
ELMo
FLAIR

Rand
GloVe
Rand
GloVe
GloVe
GloVe

76.42
89.98
91.79
91.34
78.43
89.10
82.88
90.33
92.46
93.03

79.94
95.30
97.61
97.72
95.05
98.44
94.13
98.32
98.08
98.56

86.99
95.58
95.98
95.17
94.75
96.31
94.48
95.94
96.46
96.38

78.84
82.39
85.15
86.66
73.54
81.34
74.25
80.33
86.14
87.07

69.74
72.16
71.43
77.83
37.97
57.80
47.78
59.67
69.79
73.58

77.61
90.39
92.22
92.37
66.40
87.23
78.91
89.74
93.08
93.42

CNN
FLAIR
ELMo
BERT
CNN
CNN
ELMo
FLAIR

Rand
GloVe
Rand
GloVe
GloVe
GloVe

20.88
41.49
43.70
44.08
14.97
37.28
22.29
40.72
45.33
45.96

45.99
81.15
88.72
77.75
60.62
89.29
48.88
86.12
90.38
90.52

67.01
88.14
90.83
81.61
83.84
92.62
71.43
92.24
89.92
89.92

40.25
54.36
55.56
49.74
50.00
45.65
39.08
49.74
56.57
61.69

19.14
39.56
44.19
34.65
3.90
35.34
16.75
26.67
37.8
42.07

19.74
43.44
43.32
41.92
4.77
35.15
18.83
40.06
46.58
48.38

Table 4: The breakdown performance on CoNLL and WNUT datasets with different pre-training strategies, which is based on
the LSTM as sentence encoder and CRF as the decoder. “Rand” represents the word representations are randomly initialized.
“Overall” denotes the F1 score on the whole test set and the names of the last five columns correspond to ρ definition in Tab.3.
the state-of-the-art model), followed by C = 0 and (0, 0.5].
Interestingly, on the CoNLL dataset, we find that if the test
entity is labeled as a different category in the training set, it
will be more difficult to learn compared with entities which
have not been seen in the training set. 6) We find that the
character- and the word-level pre-trained embeddings are
complementary to each other. Combining these two types of
pre-trained knowledge will further improve the performance
by a considerable margin.
Exp-II: Annotation Errors Detecting and Fixing
For each test entity with tag k, the measure ECR quantifies
its label ambiguity: the proportion that this entity is labeled
as k in the training set. Its intriguing property could help us
find the annotation errors of the dataset.
Detecting Errors Specifically, since ρ measures the degree
to which entities in the test set have been seen in the training
set with the same label, the value of ρ within some ranges
suggests that corresponding entities are more prone to annotation errors, such as ρ = 0, C 6= 0 (entity ek appeared
in train set but without label k) and ρ ∈ (0, 0.5] (entity ek
appeared in train set with diverse labels).
Fixing Errors While researchers have been aware of annotation errors, such as on the tasks of Part-of-Speech (Manning
2011) and Chinese word segmentation (Ma, Ganchev, and
Weiss 2018), yet few attempts have been made to fix them.
The significance of correcting annotation errors for tagging

tasks has been originally mentioned by (Manning 2011). In
this paper, we argue that fixing annotation errors can not only
boost the NER performance, but can reflect the true generalization ability of the existing models, making it possible to
identify the real weaknesses of current systems.
Evaluation on Revised CoNLL (ReCoNLL) Many errors
and inconsistencies in NER datasets are quite non-systematic
and are hard to fix by deterministic rules. Therefore, we
manually fixed errors with the instruction of the measure ECR
(entity coverage ratio). Finally, we corrected 65 sentences in
the test set, and 14 sentences in training set. When the revised
dataset is ready, we re-train several typical NER models and
make a comparison to the original ones.
The results are shown in Tab. 5. We find that once these
errors are fixed, the performance of all these models has
been improved, which indicates that human annotation errors
cover the actual generalization ability of the existing model.
Notably, the NER model FLAIR has driven the state-of-theart result to a new level.

4.2

Measuring Dataset Bias

To answer the question Q2: “what factor of a dataset can
distinguish neural networks that generalize well from those
that don’t”, in this section, we introduce two measures, which
can quantify the relationship of entities between training
and test sets from dataset-level and help us understand the
generalization behavior.
Expectation of Entity Coverage Ratio (EECR) Here, we
define the expectation of the coverage ratio over all entities

Model

datasets including: WNUT16, CoNLL03, OntoNotesbn, OntoNotes-wb, OntoNotes-mz, OntoNotesnw, and OntoNotes-bc. These datasets use disparate entity classification schemes, which makes it hard to conduct
zero-shot transfer. We collapse types into standard categories
used in the MUC (Grishman and Sundheim 1996) competitions (P ERSON, L OCATION, O RGANIZATION) and the other
categories are dropped. 2 To be fair, we limited the number
of samples in each dataset to the same 2,500.

CoNLL ReCoNLL

(Devlin et al. 2018)
(Peters et al. 2018)
(Akbik, Blythe, and Vollgraf 2018)
(Akbik, Bergmann, and Vollgraf )

92.80
92.22
93.09
93.18

-

89.10
91.79
91.34
93.03

89.85
92.65
92.16
93.78

Our Implementation
GloVe
ELMo
BERT
FLAIR

Matrix

in test data as Eρ (e) as follows:
X
Eρ (e) =
ρ(ei ) ∗ freq(ei )

MF 1

Table 5: The test performance (F1 score) on CoNLL 2003
and its revised version.

(2)

in which Ne denotes the number of unique test entities and
freq(ei ) represents the frequency of the test entity ei .
This index measures the degree to which the test entities
have been seen in the training set. A higher value is suggestive
of a larger proportion of entities with high coverage ratio.

Mρ

i∈Ne

η k (Dtr , Dte ) =

X

X

pfi pfj Sim(vfi , vfj )

(3)

Mφ

Contextual Coverage Ratio (CCR) We introduce a notion of η to measure the contextual similarity of entities
belonging to the same category but from the training and the
test sets, respectively.

k
fi ∈φk
te fj ∈φtr

where k denotes the category of an entity. Dtr and Dte represents the training and test sets. φktr denotes a set of the
high-frequency contextual patterns in which entities in training set reside in. We set the window size to 3, and choose 30
bigrams and 20 trigrams, then we obtain their vector representation vf∗ of each word span using BERT followed by a
mean operation. Sim(·) is a cosine-similarity function. pfi
is the probability of the contextual pattern fi , which is using
the frequency of the contextual pattern divided by the total
contextual patterns’ frequency.
Exp-III: Cross-dataset Generalization
The Expectation of Entity Coverage Ratio and Contextual
Coverage Ratio can measure the similarity between training
and test set from a different perspective. Next, we show how
these two measures correlate with the model’s performance
by a cross-dataset generalization experiment.
Data Construction: PLONER We re-purpose a dataset for
cross-domain generalization evaluation, in which three types
of entities (P ERSON, L OCATION, O RGANIZATION) from different domains are involved, therefore named “PLONER”
dataset. Specifically, we pick a set of representative NER

Train

WN.

Co.

BN

WB

MZ

NW

BC

P-row

WN.

46.6

Co.
BN
WB

22.2
24.4
19.6

16.7

12.0

13.8

11.4

6.50

11.7

0.98

70.2
35.2
25.6

19.4
65.7
28.0

17.5
35.4
55.7

12.7
28.6
17.3

19.8
36.2
28.3

17.3
42.3
25.8

0.93
0.93
0.83

MZ
NW
BC

15.3
22.2
28.6

25.0
24.2
29.1

29.7
32.6
41.1

21.8
29.3
43.6

67.8
24.6
25.5

32.2
68.4
33.2

26.6
26.9
70.3

0.89
0.87
0.90

P-col

0.93

0.97

0.97

0.96

0.94

0.96

0.88

0.83

WN.

1.00

0.26

0.29

0.21

0.07

0.24

0.31

0.96

Co.
BN
WB

0.325
0.35
0.27

1.00
0.33
0.22

0.35
1.00
0.43

0.37
0.49
1.00

0.29
0.32
0.29

0.36
0.45
0.34

0.37
0.65
0.52

0.94
0.95
0.91

MZ
NW
BC

0.15
0.20
0.28

0.15
0.27
0.22

0.24
0.38
0.52

0.15
0.34
0.49

1.00
0.34
0.35

0.31
1.00
0.36

0.23
0.41
1.00

0.99
0.92
0.87

P-col

0.95

0.95

0.91

0.97

0.92

0.92

0.78

0.89

WN.

1.00

0.06

0.08

0.11

0.07

0.03

0.12

0.99

Co.
BN
WB

0.176
0.19
0.29

1.00
0.22
0.26

0.20
1.00
0.41

0.35
0.56
0.88

0.20
0.34
0.42

0.13
0.18
0.23

0.27
0.65
0.70

0.91
0.88
0.70

MZ
NW
BC

0.32
0.36
0.26

0.28
0.22
0.22

0.43
0.42
0.40

1.00
0.90
0.52

1.00
0.53
0.32

0.33
1.00
0.19

0.68
0.69
1.00

0.57
0.70
0.90

P-col

0.85

0.97

0.96

0.93

0.93

0.83

0.89

0.45

Table 6: Illustration of F1 score, EECR, and CCR on crossdataset setting. P-row and P-col represent row- and
column-wise Pearson correlation coefficient. Green, Pink
and Yellow regions denote the correlation between MF 1
and Mρ +Mφ , Mρ , Mφ respectively. The Blue is the overall
correlation coefficient.

Results Tab. 6 shows the cross-dataset expectation of coverage ratio (Mρ ), contextual coverage ratio (Mφ ), and F1
score (MF 1 ). Each column corresponds to the performance
when testing on one dataset and training on each of other
datasets. We detail our findings as follows:
1) The diagonal elements of the MF 1 achieve the highest
values, which suggests that models generalize poorly on the
samples from different distributions (domains).
2) The highest values are also achieved on the diagonal
in Mρ and Mφ . Additionally, from the values of Pearson
coefficient, we could find the two measures: expectation of
2

We have released the dataset.

coverage ratio (Mρ ), contextual coverage ratio (Mφ ) correlate
closely with F1-score Mρ .
3) Column-wisely, given a test dataset, ρ, φ, and F 1 can
usually achieve the highest values on the same training set,
which suggests we can select the most useful training sets
through the measures ρ and φ when the distribution to be
tested is given and we have some samples from it as the
validation set.
4) Given a test set, the training set with higher EECR
(Expectation of Entity Coverage Ratio) value could also obtain a lower F1 score, since entity coverage ratio is not the
only factor that effects generalization and the contextual
coverage ratio also matters.
A significant case can be found in Tab. 6 (numbers in
boxes), taking the WB as a test set, we observe that WNUT and
CoNLL have higher ECR(ρ) value than MZ while obtaining
lower F 1 score. We can speculate the reason from the φM , that the contextual coverage ratio between WB and MZ is
much higher than utilizing WNUT and CoNLL as training sets.
The above results show that the generalization ability of NER
models is influenced not only by whether the test entity has
been seen in the training set but also by whether the context
of the test entity has been seen.
Exp-IV: Order Matters for Data Augmentation

60
58
56
54

50

Results Fig. 1 shows the results and we can find that it is
not that the more training data we have, the better performance we will obtain. When we introduce multiple training
sets for data augmentation, the order of the distance between
training sets and validation sets can help us select the most
useful training sets.

4.3

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Figure 1: Changes of F1-score as more source domains are
introduced in three different orders: descending order (red),
ascending order (orange) and random order (blue) of EECR
scores.
Algorithm 1 Consistency calculation and evaluation for
Named Entity Recognition
Require: Training dataset Dtr and multiple subsets of validation
val
data D1val , · · · , DK
⊂ Dval . . K is the number of categories
Require: Parameters of the model θ ← θ0
1: Train the model using Dtr : θ ← θ̂
2: for p ∈ {1 · · · K} do
3:
for q ∈ {1 · · · K} do
4:
Compute class-level consistency: δ(p, q)
=
P|Dpval | P|Dqval |
p q
1
Cs(ei ,ej )
. Eq.4
i
j
|D val ||D val |
p

The measure ECCR can be used to quantify the importance of different source domains, therefore allowing
us to select suitable ones for data augmentation. Next we
will show how to utilize the ECCR metric to make better choices of source domains from the seven candidates:
WNUT16, CoNLL03, OntoNotes-bn, OntoNotes-wb,
OntoNotes-mz, OntoNotes-nw, and OntoNotesbc. We take WNUT as the tested object and continuously
increase the training samples of above seven datasets in three
ways: 1) random order of EECR scores; 2) descending order
of EECR scores; 3) ascending order of EECR scores;

descend
ascend
random
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q

5:
end for
6: end for
7: Obtain a consistency matrix M ∈ RK×K =0

parameterized neural network. Generally, the loss function
L(f (x, θ), y) shows the difference between model’s output
and ground truth label. And the gradients of the loss with
respect to θ can be formulated as: g = ∇θ L(f (x, θ), y) Here,
we propose to characterize the generalization ability of neural networks by observing the gradients’ behaviors of test
samples. Specifically, given any two samples, the measure
consistency Cs can be defined as the cosine angle of their
gradients: Cs(1 ,2 ) = |11||·22 | , where |v| denotes the L2-norm
of vector v. 1 and 2 represent two gradient vectors derived
from two samples. The idea of utilizing the angle of gradients
induced by two test examples has been originally explored
on image classification (Fort, Nowak, and Narayanan 2019).
Here, we extend this idea to NLP tasks.

Diagnosing Generalization with Consistency

Above entity-centric analyses encourage us to find interpretable factors that affect the model’s generalization ability.
We can also understand the models’ generalization behavior
from the perspective of the category of each entity. To answer the question Q3, we propose to use a proxy measure
consistency via the angle of gradients to investigate how the
relationship between entity categories influence the difficulty
of model learning.
The core idea behind the measure consistency is to quantify the effect of different test samples on the trained parameters in NER models. Formally, given a training sample
x and its ground truth label y, we refer to f (x, θ) as the

Consistency Evaluation for NER Formally, given an entity ek and its label y k , we refer to gek = ∇θ L(f (x, θ), y k )
as its generated gradient vector, where x is the input sample
containing entity ek . Then, for any two samples that contain two entities (ei and ej ) with different categories (p and
q), we introduce the measure δ(p, q) to quantify the difference between two directions along which the parameters are
updated.
δ(p, q) =

Cp Cq
1 XX
Cs(pei ,qej )
Cp Cq i j

(4)

Cs < 0
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it means the features of two categories tend to be orthogonal:
they share few entities or common properties. We name the
relationship of these categories as Orthogonal Categories,
shown in Fig. 2(b).
P-row P-col
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(a) The concept of consistency Cs
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sha1_base64="/Q/2gcuGkFsEa0X/rHha+eyWSwA=">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</latexit>

f

e
<latexit sha1_base64="LSSzw6uxTJPNR1qM4Ke/ShqAQjU=">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</latexit>
<latexit

<latexit sha1_base64="soXmGNFSiDFU7lveu79rwAaSmHA=">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</latexit>

p

<latexit sha1_base64="5hZBkg4Zz5aCBxYsogUdwStkLyE=">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</latexit>

q

<latexit sha1_base64="soXmGNFSiDFU7lveu79rwAaSmHA=">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</latexit>

p

<latexit sha1_base64="BlDiQV3DhCZW70YFvg28Mm2u4Qw=">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</latexit>

0 45 0 40
Overall: 0.83

<latexit sha1_base64="4ETgWLBdoE99SJAqd+LGoGujsdM=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="iCD6Hbi+wvlt+QQ60Pjzx9pBjLA=">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</latexit>
<latexit

<latexit sha1_base64="EQSiAvN7NQYA5MJq5ct1+f4StZQ=">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</latexit>

;

<latexit sha1_base64="qUQCLbpxuFkLYiHi/nFuFF8thaQ=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="5hZBkg4Zz5aCBxYsogUdwStkLyE=">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</latexit>

q

<latexit sha1_base64="soXmGNFSiDFU7lveu79rwAaSmHA=">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</latexit>

p

<latexit sha1_base64="5hZBkg4Zz5aCBxYsogUdwStkLyE=">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</latexit>

q

a Con

n y CoNLL

b E o

P a on o ffi

CoNLL

n

(b) Entity categories relationship

F gure 3 The a gnmen be ween cons s ency Cs and he
error ra o Sub-figure (a) s he ca egory-membersh p dependence of cons s ency Cs Sub-figure (b) s he cross-ca egory
error ra os Sub-figure (c) deno es he Pearson coeffic en s
be ween cons s ency va ues and error va ues The change n
co or from b ue o red represen s he change n va ue from
nega ve o pos ve

Given an NER model, we can understand its generalization ability by calculating the consistency matrix based on
Alg. 1. As shown in Fig. 3, the sub-figure (a) illustrates the
consistency matrice of two NER models trained on CoNLL
As expected, the on-diagonal elements of Mp,q (p = q) usually stay high, since it is easier for the model to find shared
features between different entities within the same category.
Algorithmically speaking, a gradient step taken with respect
to one test entity can reduce the loss on another test entity.
Additionally, a larger value of off-diagonal elements indicates that the two categories share more common properties.
As a result, a correct judgment of one category is useful for
another. For example, Percent category and Ordinal
category shared a common property of “digit”. We name this
relationship between them as Sibling Categories, shown in
Fig. 2(b).
However, if the off-diagonal elements are negative, it suggests that a gradient step taken with respect to one test entity
would increase loss on another test entity with different categories, which we define as Overlapping Categories, shown
in Fig. 2(b). This phenomenon usually occurs when two categories have some overlapped entities. For instance, “New
York University” is usually a Location name, but
when “New York University” represents as the New
York University football team, “New York University”
is an Organization name.
Particularly, if the off-diagonal elements are close to zero,

CcnnWg ovecnnM p
CcnnWg ove mM p
CcnnWg ovecnnC
CnoneWg ove mC
CcnnWg ove mC
Ce mWnone mC
Ce mWg ove mC

87 6 43 2 57 3 37 5
88 4 43 3 58 9 32 9
89 1 50 6 64 2 29 2
89 1 33 6 37 5 59 1
90 3 39 9 55 1 33 7
91 8 41 0 56 4 40 5
92 3 48 8 54 4 35 1

31 0 23 3 30 4 41 1
37 8 31 1 34 6 43 8
34 2 34 0 34 4 37 8
37 3 32 2 26 4 37 3
39 2 53 7 26 9 40 8
43 7 60 0 51 6 43 5
44 0 51 0 43 4 46 8

gpe oc

per org

F1

ord da e

po oc

F1

ON BN
mu per

F1

WNUT
m co

Mode

Exp-V: Probing Inter-category Relationships via Consistency

oc org

CoNLL

ac oc

where p and q denote different entity categories. Cp represents the number of test entities with category p. Alg. 1
illustrates the process for consistency calculation and evaluation.

org oc

Figure 2: Illustration of the concept of consistency Cs and
entity categories relationship. gep and geq represents the gradient of entity belongs to category p and q, respectively. e
and f are the collection of entities and features overlapped
by categories p and q, respectively.

83 5 44 5 4 80 40 5
84 1 37 5 9 09 29 7
85 2 27 3 30 0 51 2
86 2 44 4 11 1 40 5
88 6 25 0 47 2 26 5
89 3 50 0 50 0 40 7
90 0 28 6 33 3 33 3

Tab e 7 Error ra os for hard cases ( yp ca error ypes) w h
var ous NER sys ems The de a mode arch ec ure s shown
n Tab e 2
Exp-VI: Exp or ng the Errors of Hard Cases
As shown n F g 3 he wo sub-figure (a-b) us ra e he
cons s ency and error ma r ces of he NER mode ra ned
on CoNLL In he error ma r x he off-d agona e emen s
of Erp q (p = q) s compu ed as he number of en y beong ng o ca egory p pred c ed as ca egory q d v ded by
he o a number of pred c on errors of he ca egory p The
on-d agona e emen s of Erp q (p = q) s he accuracy of
he ca egory p No ab y we find ha he cons s ency va ues corre a e c ose y w h error ra os based on he Pearson
coeffic en n F g 3-(c) Tak ng he marked pos ons n subfigures (a-b) for examp e We find ha f two categor es have
ow cons s ency the mode tends to have d fficu ty d st ngu sh ng them and t s easy to m s-pred ct each other
Th s observa on demons ra es ha re a onsh ps be ween eny ca egor es nfluence mode ’s genera za on ab y We

additionally find the prospects for further gains from architecture design and knowledge pre-training seem quite limited
based Tab.7. To address these issues, more contextual knowledge or prior linguistic knowledge is needed.
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